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Most librarians are not scientists
and we have busy jobs
but we are curious...

...or nosy
How do we learn from research?

Or even keep up with what’s out there?
Where to start?
it’s not about the tools...
...it’s about the people
Lurk → Learn → participate
"It’s not information overload. It’s filter failure."

— Clay Shirky
serendipity...

noun  [mass noun]
the occurrence and development of events by chance in a happy or beneficial way: a fortunate stroke of serendipity  (Oxford Dictionary of English)
In practice

- How I got here...
- Changing induction at Liverpool
- Cert LTHE – new networks
Learning from

• Library Impact Data Project
• LIS Research Coalition
• Research Information Network

and more
gain evidence
demonstrate impact
not just library research...
Any questions?

@LibraryEmma

emma.thompson@liv.ac.uk